We have had such a wonderful start to our year in EYFS2; we have been so busy
learning already…
We can recognise and

We have been making

write the letters to spell

positive relationships with

our names correctly.

new friends, teachers and
our buddies!

During our daily phonics we are

We have become super story

beginning to learn sounds and

tellers, looking at pictures for

hearing the initial sounds in words.

clues and prompts.
We can recognise and
order the numbers up to

We were super excited to
partake in a STOMP workshop!

We have been using our
bodies to move in
different ways during PE.

10! We have also begun
to write some of these
numbers.

We were so excited when our Magic wands arrived in our classrooms and brought us a special
book about its journey.

The wand is shaking in

I would love to go

my hands!!

We composed a piece of

to the magical

music to accompany the

tree forest!

Magic Wand’s journey.
It’s hot! It must
be making more
magic!!

Our magic wands have been so impressed with our fantastic learning so far, they came together
and sent us on a bear hunt! We thought about what we already knew and then planned questions
to begin our new learning adventure;
Where do bears

Uh-uh long wavy

We’re Going on a Bear Hunt!

live?

Uh-uh a deep cold

grass!

Why do bears
have fur?

Uh-uh thick oozy mud!

river!
Can bears
swim?

Where would you
find a bear?

What other
hunts can you go

What would you

on?

take on an
adventure?
Uh-uh a swirling whirling
Uh-uh a dark gloomy

What do bears

forest!

eat?

snowstorm!

Uh-uh a narrow gloomy
Do all bears live

cave!

in a cave?

Our WOW moment helped us to plan our next learning adventures…
We will be
retelling the
story using
puppets to help
us in the roleplay.

We will continue

We will write super

to build

sentences; applying

relationships,

our phonics and

making sure we
share and work
together.

sentence writing
toolkit.

We will use
different media
and materials to
create the
scenes from the
story.

We will be
researching bears
to find out the
answers to some
of our amazing
questions.

